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Bath inda Chemical Ltd.,

BCL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Address .... .. .. HAZI RATTAN LINK ROAD,
BATHINDA-151005 PUNJAB

Bathinda Chemicals Limited invites application along with a proposal for the
-Doctoral Fellowship 2019-20. Amount of the fellowship is Rs. 10,000/month
fbr a period of two years and subject to the extension for one more year.
Increasingly universal commerce is being required to conduct its affairs with a
higher standard of equity and responsibility through research. This requires
manifest itself in numerous ways across the neighbor regions and across the
boundaries . What is required as essential in one region may not be so in
another. This essential grey area is laden with difficulty for managers of
corporations . The Study of Corporate social respons:0!1ity and its various
dimensions under the Companies Act is the aim of res.~ective fellowship by
supporting researcn, both theoretical and empirical, directed towards
developing cross-cultural approaches and understanding these applications in
giobai coil text.
The Fellowship i? geared to provide doctoral research as an opportunity to
broaden research experience along with the opportunity to gain additional
skills and knowledge and to give its benefit to the society. The Fellowship is
for registered or eligible Ph . 0 . candidates. Doctoral Fellows will engage in a
research thesis jointly decided by the student and his Supervisor faculty
concerned University/educational institute in India. Required terms and
condition and output of the Fellowship program will be governed as per the
university/ Educational institute Policy.
Note: For terms and condition see annexure-1

Annexure - I
Terms and Conditions
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

I.

Research Scholar under this fellowship, will commence full time research and as per the rules/
administration of University/Educational Institute .

2.

Research Scholar wi II pursue his research in the area of Environmental Law and management
only.

DURATION AND VALUE

I.

National Environmental Fellowships is a full time research work.
'

2. The duration of the fellowship is for two years and can be dtehdable for one more year on the
recommendation of the University.
JOINING & RELEASE OF FELLOWSHIP

I.

Fellow is expected to join within a period of one month from the date of the offer letter of the

. fellowship by submitting the required documents through the. affiliating/administering institution.
.

2.

The first installment of the amol}nt of fellowship and contingency will be released in advanc~ for

. one year and the second installment will be released after. receiving progress report (semester
wise, Six Monthly) and the Utilization Certificate through the Principal/registrar. During the year
of extension the amount of fellowship will remain same and will be given in two equal
installments.
3. The research scholar shall publish at least one research paper each year during the tenure of
fellowship as per the UGC regulation and will give due credit to the funding agency/institution
and the affiliating institution/university.
COMPLETION OF FELLOWSHIPS

I. If the fellow leaves the fellowship without completing his work, he has to request the BCL with
sound reasons.
2.

If. in any case, a fellow remains on leave due to medical/extra ordinary circumstances (not to
exceed six months) duly approved by the affi Iiati ng institution with prior information to the
funding agency, the tenure of fellowship wi II be extended by that period but the total amount of
fellowship will not exceed 36 months.

3. On completion of the duration of fellowship, the fellow should submit the following:
4. A book-length final Report in a publishable form along-with an Executive Summary of the rl'por'l
(4000-5000 words) and two research papers published.
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5. These documents should be submitted in hard copy (two copies of final report and three copies of
the Executive Summary and two research papers) and a soft copy in a pen-drive.
6. A maximum of six months period can be granted for submission of the final report after
completion of the fellowship term.
OBLIGATION OF THE AFFILIATING INSTITUTION

I. The affiliating institution is required to provide the requi site research infrastruct"l.ire to thl: scholar
and Ph.D. Supervisor.
2. The affiliating institution shall make suitable arrangements for preservation of data such as filled
in schedules, tabulation sheets, manuscripts, reports, etc. relating to the study.
CONDITIONS

I. During the tenure of fellowship, Fellows are expected to deliver lectures on the areas

of their

research in an institution/university and also to stay/visit the area of research study for data
collection or other allied research work purpose at least for a period of one semester and will
submit a compiled report on its completion.
2. The scholar shall acknowledge BCL's support in all publications resulting from the research
output of the fellowship and should suomit a copy of the same.
3. A fellow is ·not entitled to avail. any other fellowship simultaneously during the sustenance of this
fellowship." \Yhile
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receiving the aw;rd letter. for the highf~r fellowship from any other agency

may apply for the exemption from the general clause of resigning from this fellowship .
4.

Rega rding the clarity of any rules/conditions or interpretation of the guidelines or any issue le11
vested with the BCL solely.
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